It’s never been easier to Recycle

SKM Recycling provides a diverse range of recyclable sorting and collection services to Commercial properties and industry. SKM Recycling has made significant investments in creating Australia’s largest and most modern Materials Recovery Facility, which is commonly seen as a benchmark within the industry.

Industrial Recycling

SKM Recycling can tailor a recycling system for any industrial business, from a small factory warehouse to a large industrial site. SKM Recycling can provide the easy to use “one bin” system for all your recyclables or dedicated balers and compactors for large volume cardboard or paper clients.

SKM Recycling specialises in the following Industrial Services

- Recycling from factories/manufacturing and industrial sites
- One off or ongoing bulk collections
- Mobile bin collections -240lt / 660lt / 1000lt and front lift bins
- Full range of Balers and Compactors

SKM Recycling can offer your business a specialised recycling service to meet your company needs. Contact us today.

Toll Free: 1300 796 533
www.skmrecycling.com
Paper Recycling

This service captures almost all types of paper (except carbon & waxed items) using plastic wheelie bins. Floor Boxes are available to maximise an efficient recycling program in your business. Wheelie bins are collected from kerbside on a scheduled or on-call frequency.

Paper

240 Litre Bins

- HEIGHT 1100mm
- WIDTH 580mm
- DEPTH 740mm

660 Litre Bins

- HEIGHT 1200mm
- WIDTH 1260mm
- DEPTH 780mm

1000 Litre Bins

- HEIGHT 1210mm
- WIDTH 1240mm
- DEPTH 1070mm
Security Destruction Service

We offer you peace of mind with the complete confidential destruction of sensitive documents and paperwork directly from your office or workplace. All confidential material is destroyed in our secure shredding facility before it passes through to the recycling process. For a small fee, a Certificate of Destruction is available upon request. Service schedules can be daily, weekly, fortnightly or monthly.

Paper

240 Litre Bins

HEIGHT 1100mm
WIDTH 580mm
DEPTH 740mm

Bulk Collections

A scheduled and on-call collection is available for this service.
Commingled Recycling

Commingled recycling is a combination of glass jars & bottles, plastic, aluminium and steel containers, all in the same bin. Using wheelie bins, this service is also a kerbside collection with scheduled or On-Call pickup frequency available. This service is suitable to Hotels, Restaurants, Events etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel</th>
<th>Aluminium</th>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Plastic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

240 Litre Bins

- HEIGHT 1100mm
- WIDTH 580mm
- DEPTH 740mm

660 Litre Bins

- HEIGHT 1200mm
- WIDTH 1260mm
- DEPTH 780mm

1000 Litre Bins

- HEIGHT 1210mm
- WIDTH 1240mm
- DEPTH 1070mm
Fully Commingled Recycling
This service is exactly the same as your recycling service at home. All Paper, Cardboard (except waxed & carbon), Plastic, Glass, Aluminium and Steel containers are acceptable in a wheelie bin or front lift bin. This service is available for on site Commercial, Industrial and kerbside collection with scheduled or on-call pickup frequency.

240 Litre Bins
HEIGHT 1100mm  
WIDTH 580mm  
DEPTH 740mm

660 Litre Bins
HEIGHT 1200mm  
WIDTH 1260mm  
DEPTH 780mm

1000 Litre Bins
HEIGHT 1210mm  
WIDTH 1240mm  
DEPTH 1070mm

Front Lift Bins
AVAILABLE IN  
3m³, 4.5m³
Cardboard Recycling

Front Lift bins are ideal for customers with medium and high volumes of cardboard for recycling. These bins are fully enclosed and easy to manoeuvre manually or with forklifts. Front Lift bins are ideal for flattened cardboard.

Front Lift Bins

AVAILABLE IN
3m³, 4.5m³, 6m³

660 Litre Bins

HEIGHT 1200mm
WIDTH 1260mm
DEPTH 780mm

1000 Litre Bins

HEIGHT 1210mm
WIDTH 1240mm
DEPTH 1070mm
Cardboard/Shrink Wrap (LDPE)

Balers are ideal for customers generating high volumes of recyclables but have limited space for large bins. The baler reduces the cardboard or shrink wrap into a bale which weigh from 50kg - 200kg. These bales can be stacked neatly awaiting a scheduled or on-call collection.

Cardboard  Shrink Wrap

Balers

Vertical balers are available in a range of sizes to suit most worksites and long term lease arrangements are available.
Printers “Waste Paper” Recycling

This service is suitable for printers of all sizes. SKM has services available to capture mixed printers paper, mixed white grades and high grade white paper. Collection methods vary depending on the size of the printer and the type of service required.

Paper

240 Litre Bins

HEIGHT 1100mm  
WIDTH 580mm  
DEPTH 740mm

660 Litre Bins

HEIGHT 1200mm  
WIDTH 1260mm  
DEPTH 780mm

1000 Litre Bins

HEIGHT 1210mm  
WIDTH 1240mm  
DEPTH 1070mm

Compactor

AVAILABLE IN  
23m³, 31m³
Bulk Collection Systems

Large bulk bins and compactors are suitable for businesses with high volume and larger size boxes. Compactors are suitable for both cardboard and commingled recycling collections and are normally fitted with a lifting device that is suitable for all bins ranging from 240lt. to 3m³. Open Bulk Bins can hold an average weight of 3 tonnes, compactors may average approximately 6 tonne plus. A scheduled and on-call collection is also available for this service.

Open Top Bulk Bin

AVAILABLE IN
23m³, 31m³

Compactor

AVAILABLE IN
23m³, 31m³
One Off Bulk Collections

SKM Recycling can cater for those one off situations when a small or large commercial or Industrial customer has the need for a once off or ongoing collection of recyclable material. The service is most likely needed when a customer has accumulated a stockpile of loose cardboard or other recyclable product. SKM Recycling can offer a large open bulk bin, a caged vehicle or a rear load compactor vehicle at call, that can be loaded at site to solve those one off situations. SKM Recycling is keen to discuss any recycling collection problem with the intention of satisfying our customer’s needs.

Open Top Bulk Bin

AVAILABLE IN
23m³, 31m³